MARK ROBINSON

OBJECTIVE
Republican candidate for North Carolina Governor who wants to be most MAGA and out-of-touch politician of 2024 cycle while bringing embarrassment and shame to his state by erasing generations of gains in civil rights and freedoms.

EXPERIENCE

LT. GOV AND LEAD PROPONENT OF HATE IN NC | Jan. 2021–Present
Referred to LGBTQ+ people as “filth,” mocked victims of school shootings, downplayed and made light of sexual assault by Harvey Weinstein and more

CHIEF ADVOCATE OF OUTLAWING ABORTION IN NC | 2020–Present
Called banning abortion top priority; doesn’t believe in abortion under “any circumstances;” believes women who have abortions are murderers because “you weren’t responsible enough to keep your skirt down.”

HEAD OF NC BATHROOM POLICE | Feb. 2024
Said transgender women should be arrested over bathroom use and should go outside instead, like dogs

SKILLS
- Dangerous Ignorance, including denying the Holocaust, saying, “This foolishness about Hitler disarming MILLIONS of Jews and then marching them off to concentration camps is a bunch of hogwash.”
- Misogyny—“I absolutely want to go back to the America where women couldn’t vote”

REFERENCES
- Donald Trump: called Robinson “Better” than Martin Luther King
- Radical Anti-LGBTQ+ Group Moms for Liberty
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